
Pie-Eye, 

Pie-Eye was a pirate
Who sailed the seven seas.
He only ate stuff on his plate
As much as what he pleased.
That didn’t include peas!

Pie-Eye did just what he liked,
He ate ice cream and stayed up late,
He picked his nose and flicked the boges,
His turn? He’d never wait!
He’d push n shove and carry on a STATE!

I don’t think I’d like Pie-Eye
Next to me in class.
I think he’d cheat off my test sheet,
He’d pinch my drinking glass,
Trip me in the corridor when I tried to pass!
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PIE-EYE, Teacher Notes and Activities, 
2020
Pirates are popular characters in fiction and film. Think of 
Long John Silver from “Treasure Island” by Robert Louis Stevenson,
Captain Jack Sparrow from Pirates of the Caribbean, films,
Captain Hook from “Peter Pan and Wendy” by J.M. Barrie,
and the fun, comic character, Captain Pugwash from the cartoon series 
of the same name.

However, pirates are not seen as ‘good’ characters but rather as flawed 
characters. We admire their bravado and derring do, we hold our breath 
at their outrageous exploits and adventures. But they are, by definition, 
thieves who attack coastal villages and other law abiding seafarers, this 
makes them ‘anti-heroes,’ not ‘heroes’ in the traditional sense.

Activity: Write a quatrain, a four line poem, with rhyming alternate lines, 
about an imaginary pirate. Illustrate your poem with drawings or cutouts.

Activity: Research pirates in history and pick one to write about for a 
“Wanted” poster.
For the poster, you will need to create a picture of your pirate - either a 
drawing or a collage face made up of cutouts. You will need to name 
your pirate, give him, or her, a ‘rap’ sheet (a list of crimes for which he 
or she is wanted) and offer a reward for your pirate’s capture! 


